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Abstract
In the ongoing transition towards loudness normalization in audio broadcast, the EBU R-128 
recommended loudness metering is an important tool for live broadcasting engineers. 
The proposed Momentary loudness meter ballistic filtering topologies, FIR- and IIR-filtering, 

was here compared in how well they assist engineers achieving a loudness target of 0 LU (-23 
LUFS) and if the ballistic filtering affects the loudness variation between components within a 
programme. Subjects were asked to adjust the level of three sequences trying to achieve the 0 LU 
loudness target and a stable loudness level within the sequence with the help from a Momentary 
loudness meter using three different ballistic settings, FIR 400 ms, IIR 250 ms and IIR 400 ms. 

The resulting sequences was recorded and analyzed. The results shows no significant difference 
in using the three ballistic settings. Subjective comments from the subjects indicated a spread of 
ballistic preferences which leads to the suggestion of having ballistic settings selectable by the 
user.
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1.  Introduction
In broadcast there are gain stages at multiple points in the recording and distribution chain. A 
problem in today’s broadcasting is big loudness variations which is a big reason for consumer 
complaints. To solve this problem, when trying to create consistent loudness levels in live 

broadcasts, it is important to use audio metering that correlates well to perceived loudness. Today 
a Quasi-peak meter (called QPPM or PPM) is commonly used as reference when leveling the 
audio signal in broadcasting. This leveling method is based on the signals peak value which is 
not well correlated to perception of loudness [1]. The broadcast industry is therefore initiating a 
transition to loudness normalization in order to achieve a more consistent loudness level than 

what has been achievable with peak normalization. The loudness level of a whole programme or 
sequence is called ”Integrated loudness” and since loudness normalization aims to achieve 
consistent over-all loudness levels, Integrated loudness metering is essential. The Integrated 
loudness level is shortly explained as a mean level for a chosen period of time, often the duration 
of a programme or segment. Within this period of time there can be big or small loudness 

variations due to engineers or producers artistic decisions without any change in Integrated 
loudness as long as the over all loudness is maintained the same. In live broadcasting the 
Integrated loudness of the programme cannot be predicted. This leads to a need for meters 
showing real-time loudness levels to guide mixing engineers in achieving an Integrated loudness 
target. These additional meters are called ”Momentary” (fastest metering) and ”Short-

term” (slower, 3 s. metering) metering. The Momentary loudness metering is supposed to show 
immediate loudness and Short-term is a slower measurement with the purpose to show a more 
gradual loudness information that is easier to read. The ”loudness target” means the Integrated 
loudness level that is predetermined as the goal level for engineer to achieve with her/his live 
mixing. This is where the real-time loudness metering works as an important assistance in the 

engineers work. 

The time-factor (duration) of perceived audio is a key component for temporal loudness 
perception. This is why the real-time loudness meter ballistics (attack/decay times and behavior) 
must match those qualities of our loudness perception. In other words ballistics are a key 

component in real-time visualization of temporal loudness. Loudness measurements and the 
importance of meter ballistics are not new knowledge. There are examples of research from as 
early as 1966 [2] and 1967 [3] by Benjamin Bauer et al. investigating the possibilities to measure 
loudness. In their work they are discussing the need for proper metering ballistics to achieve a 
good loudness meter. In present time, research has been made on the possibility of loudness 

normalization by different organizations. Recommendations have been suggested which are 
trying to unify the approach to this new way of measuring and normalizing audio in broadcast. 
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One present recommendation is created by the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) named 

”R-128” [4] which was released in 2010, created out of two years of work by the EBU PLOUD 
group. An American counterpart also exists created by the Advanced Television Systems 
Committee (ATSC) and is named ”A/85:2009” [5]. These two recommendations are the most 
accepted in the industry and they are both referring to the BS.1770 [6] loudness and true-peak 
audio measurement algorithms recommendation from the International Telecommunication 

Union (ITU). 

To be able to implement the Integrated loudness measurement algorithm recommended in BS.
1770 in live broadcast, the two additional meters, Momentary and Short-term meters, is needed 
for monitoring real-time loudness. The real-time meters are supposed to help engineers achieving 

a predetermined programme loudness target and it is suggested that one fast and one slower 
meter should be used [7]. The EBU R-128 recommendation includes the three different time 
scales. Integrated, Short-term and Momentary, which are described in the accompanying EBU 
tech doc 3341 [7]. The Integrated loudness measurement is used to show the loudness level for 
whole programmes when normalizing and creating consistent loudness levels through different 

programmes. This is the resulting loudness level that work as the loudness target in live 
broadcast. Short-term loudness metering is using 3 s integration time and work as a slower real-
time loudness metering. This measurement is supposed to give the engineer information about 
the real-time loudness changes in a smoother way, making leveling decisions easier. The 
Momentary measurement is the fast real-time metering which is, in R-128, using a 400 ms 

square window integration. The ATSC A/85:2009 [5] is not that specified on what integration 
times to be used but recommend to use some kind of real-time metering to guide the mixer 
towards the Integrated loudness target. Throughout this document the EBU timescales will be 
referred to. 

The real-time metering is supposed to give direct information about the loudness level which 
could be called the instantaneous loudness measurement. The two real-time measuring modes, 
Short-term and Momentary, gives important information to the engineer, not only in achieving a 
loudness target, but also when creating a ”stable loudness level” within a programme. The term 
”stable loudness level” is used in this work to describe how engineers adjust the loudness level of  

different programme components. The goal of achieving a stable loudness level does not mean 
adjusting all components to have the same loudness level since it’s an artistic freedom for 
engineers to decide what is to be louder or softer. A stable loudness level is when artistically and/
or technically ”unwanted”  loudness variations, such as loudness jumps/falls, are compensated 
fore. If there still are variations they are only due to the engineers decision. This means that 
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loudness variations between components are accepted in a programme as long as they are due to 

the engineers decision and not due to other factors like the meter performance, etc. 
The following sections presents a basic theoretical background to loudness measurements and 
the research and recommendations on the fastest type of real-time loudness metering that EBU 
calls Momentary time scale [7].

2.  Research Question
There is not much research done in which the proposed Momentary loudness metering ballistic 
settings are objectively compared. We don’t know how the proposed Momentary ballistic 
filtering affect the engineers when achieving loudness targets and stable loudness levels in live 

broadcast situations. This study is made to add more knowledge on this aspect of Momentary 
loudness metering. Questioning if there is a significant difference, using FIR 400 ms, IIR 250 ms 
or IIR 400 ms ballistic filtering for Momentary loudness metering, in achieving the EBU R-128 
recommended Integrated loudness target 0 LU (-23.0 LUFS) in live broadcast. The comparison 
of the different ballistic filtering will focus on the Momentary loudness meter as a tool for 

engineers in the task of achieving the loudness target 0 LU as recommended in the EBU R-128 
[4] and achieving a stable loudness level within a programme. The possible differences is 
evaluated based on engineers achieved Integrated loudness for entire programmes and on the 
Integrated loudness of programme components (different material types, speech, music, etc) 
where any differences due to the ballistic settings are looked for. If no significant differences 

there could be suggested as a choosable factor to suit different subjective preferences in 
Momentary loudness metering.

3.  Background

3.1  Measuring Loudness
The term loudness can be explained as the perceived audio level which varies with factors as 

frequency bandwidth/distribution and duration. There is also a nonlinearity in human hearing 
meaning we are more sensitive to some frequencies than others. This differing sensitivity is 
represented by a weighting curve which is changing by changed sound pressure level. All factors 
that affect the perceived loudness is, as many other phenomena, differing from person to person 
making the variables endless.
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With this in mind, with the knowledge that there are different attributes to loudness, there is no 

one perfect loudness meter but rather some different models used for loudness measurements. 
The models that are used need to be created so that it correlates to the big mass of people. 
Meaning creating an averaging to work ”good enough” for everyone with normal hearing. This 
also indicates that there is a need for different meters in conjunction since the engineers will 
focus on different attributes at different situations. For example; in the end of the broadcast 

chain, the final distribution process, the Integrated loudness level will be measured and is more 
important than the real time measurements, as long as the loudness range [4] is within the 
permitted range. In live productions there is not possible to know the Integrated loudness 
programme level in beforehand and the Momentary and Short-term is then more important in the 
engineers work to achieve the loudness target.

A member of a special rapporteur group within ITU-R called SRG3 presented in 2004 at the 
Audio Engineering Society (AES) a study called ”Evaluation of Objective Loudness Meters” [8]. 
The investigation were a part of the SRG3’s research on loudness measurements and the result 
showed that a measuring method called Leq(RLB) performed the best when comparing it to a 

previously developed subjective loudness database. This algorithm is a type of RMS-
measurement with a pre-filtering called Revised Low-frequency B-curve (RLB). This is the 
measuring method that was adopted by the ITU-R and is found in the BS.1770 recommendation 
[6]. The completed recommendation include the Leq measuring with the RLB-filter consisting of 
a modified second order high pass filter after which there is added a high shelf boost 

(approximately +4 dB at 4000 Hz). The two filtering sections are together called the ”K-
filter” [6] and is followed by a mean square measurement (Leq). Then a gain stage is applied to 
every channel before summary to make the meter more sensitive to the rear surround channels 
(surround channels boosted about 1.5 dB and L, C and R channel is equal gain). Figure 1 shows 
a simplified block diagram of this meter recommendation.
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Figure 1: Reproduction of simplified block diagram of multichannel loudness algorithm from ITU-R BS.1770 [6].
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3.2  Momentary Ballistics
To make this measuring algorithm not only a programme-/sequence-wise loudness meter but to 

become a EBU R-128 [4] Momentary loudness meter, which is of interest in this study, there 
have to be added certain ballistic properties to simulate temporal loudness perception. The term 
ballistics used in this study include the actual response (attack and decay) time of the meter but 
also the properties of the attack and decay response curves. The ballistics are important when 
visualizing temporal loudness perception because it will determine the time related behavior of 

the meter. This will affect how we experience the meter as correlating to our loudness perception 
in real time. For the Momentary meter to be a good assistance for broadcasting engineers, this 
correlation is of great importance. If the meter response is not simulating temporal loudness good 
enough it is likely to be misleading the engineer instead of helping her/him.

To ”create” a Momentary loudness representation that is similar to loudness perception a 
smoothing filter is applied after the channel summation specified in the BS.1770 algorithm [6] 
showed in Figure 1 above. When measuring Momentary loudness EBU R-128 recommendation 
specifies that the gate is not to be used. The implementation of the smoothing filter (called LPF 
in Figure 2) is illustrated in Figure 2 as a block diagram showing a simplified version of the BS.

1770 loudness measurement with no gate and the smoothing filter added. 

XL

XR

XC

XLS

XRS

10Log10
BS.1770 Loudness Algorithm

K-filter → Mean square → Channel Gain → Summation
LPF Displayed 

Loudness

Figure 2: Simplified block diagram of the implementation of smoothing filter (LPF) in the loudness algorithm of 
ITU-R BS.1770 [6]. This diagram is a simplified version of the block diagram found in ITU-R BS.2103-1 p.p.6 [16].
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There are two types of smoothing filtering topologies that could be used for the Momentary 

metering ballistics. One is the rectangular integration windowing (also known as Finite Impulse 
Response, FIR, or square sliding-window RMS) that is the filtering included in the EBU R-128 
recommendation [4]. The FIR filtering uses, when following the R128 recommendations, an 
integration time of 400 ms.  The second type of smoothing filter is a pair of first-order Infinite 
Impulse Response (IIR) low-pass filters where one is controlling the attack and the other is 

controlling the decay response. When discussing these two different filter types there must 
clarified that the FIR ´integration time´ is not the same thing as the IIR ´time-constant´. This 
means that when applying FIR filtering with the R-128 recommended 400 ms integration time 
the response times of the meter will not be the same as when using IIR filtering with 400 ms 
time-constant depending on the incoming audio signal. Some technical differences of the two 

filter options has been briefly described by Esben Skovenborg and Thomas Lund in a white-
paper at TC Electronic [9]. In their white-paper they show some characteristic differences for 
these smoothing filters to demonstrate how the FIR differs from the IIR filtering in Momentary 
loudness metering. In Table 1 below is the authors demonstration of measured Momentary 
loudness of different audio stimuli using FIR- (here called square window) or IIR-filtering and 

the two different loudness scales recommended in R-128 [4] (+9 and +18 scale).

Table 1: Reconstruction of table shown in Skovenborg and Lund’s white-paper at TC Electronic [9]. The table point 
out some differences between the two smoothing filters FIR and IIR (FIR here called square window) both using 400 
ms time-factors (integration time/time-constant). 

Square window, 400 ms 
integration

IIR filter, 400 ms time-
constant

max. level for 400 ms tone burst at 0 LU 0.00 LU -1.99 LU

max. level for 200 ms tone burst at 0 LU -3.01 LU -4.05 LU

max. level for 100 ms tone burst at 0 LU -6.02 LU -6.55

time for level indicator to drop ´out of scale´ 
from 0 LU, with EBU +9 scale

0.39 s 1.66 s

time for level indicator to drop ´out of scale´ 
from 0 LU, with EBU +18 scale

0.40 s 3.32 s

time for level indicator to drop ´out of scale´ 
from +18 LU (scale top), with EBU +18 scale

0.40 s 4.97 s
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There are a few interesting differences that is revealed in Table 1 above. At the first row it is 

shown that a 400 ms tone burst at 0 LU shows 0.00 LU with FIR ballistic filtering but only -1.99 
LU using IIR filtering with the same applied time-factor (integration time/time-constant 400 ms). 
Another pattern that Table 1 reveal is the difference in decay time for the different filter types. 
When using the FIR filter there is, for all the last three conditions, a decay of 400 ms for the level 
indicator to drop ´out of scale´, unaffected by the level of the audio before the drop (as . For IIR-

filtering the decay increases with the increased scale and level which to be dropped from. In 
other words, the decay for the IIR is not fixed in the same way as the FIR (square window) but 
will depend on how ”big” the level drop is. The decay-times are, from the conclusions of this 
comparison, potentially the difference that is most obvious when working with the two different 
filtering types for Momentary loudness metering. Other conclusions that could be drawn from 

the demonstrated technical differences in Table 1 and the obvious difference in decay-times is 
that there could be value in investigating a IIR-filtering using a shorter time-constant compared 
with the 400 ms. The table also clearly demonstrates that the FIR integration time and the IIR 
time-constant is not giving the same results which also validates investigating IIR-filtering with 
shorter time-constant since it could give results, like the ones in Table 1, more similar to the FIR-

filtering (400 ms).

3.3  Previous studies on Ballistics
Bauer et al. was, in their projecting of a loudness meter, finding the meter ballistics to be an 
important key problem to solve when creating a meter that correlated well to human perceived 
loudness [2],[3]. Earlier investigations by Irwin Pollack [10] on repeating noise burst durations 
affect on perceived loudness confirms the audio duration as an important element of loudness 

perception. In more contemporary studies on real-time loudness metering Gilbert A. Soulodre 
and Michel Lavoie (members of ITU research groups) have investigated the requirements of a 
meter of this kind. They examine possible methods of subjective tests that can be made for 
evaluating the meters performance [11]. This study aimed to start the discussion of different real-
time metering specifications and discuss some different methodologies to test these. The authors 

also state the importance of correct ballistics for such a meter and that different time scales 
should be tested and evaluated. They also consider the possibility to have a meter with nonlinear 
behavior but they forward the question of what such nonlinear behavior should be. The authors 
continued their own work a few months later by presenting another study [12]. In this study they 
continued discussing requirements for Short-term metering (not mentioning any need for a 

Momentary meter) and methods to evaluate these. They conduct subjective tests investigating a 
10 s. sliding window as suitable for Short-term loudness metering. Results showed that a 3 s. 
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sliding window should be a better time scale for this kind of metering which also is the time 

constant later recommended for Short-term metering in the EBU R-128. The authors also 
conducted subjective tests that examined the suitability for different methods of evaluating 
Short-term metering. Their first tests were done by letting a subject listen to multiple sequences 
with varying loudness and with a volume control continuously adjust the level to achieve a 
constant perceived loudness. A problem with this method is that the subjects loudness reference 

level were drifting as they had to remember the loudness in the beginning of the test as a 
reference. To avoid this the authors made modifications as; inserting a reference signal and 
repeating the same test sequence with an applied amplitude envelope. Finally they tested a 
method using a multi-pass method where the sequence were run four times to give subject the 
possibility to improve their adjustments for every run. None of the tested methods were 

achieving the desired results. The authors claim that further work is required to find a method 
suitable for testing these type of meters and discuss the drifting loudness reference to be the key 
difficulty.

The studies made by Soulodre and Lavoie seem to lead towards a statement that there is only a 

need for Short-term metering together with the overall Integrated loudness metering. There is 
though a more resent study made by Scott G. Norcross et al. [13] evaluating live loudness meter 
ballistics. In this study they state the need for an ”moment-to-moment” (Momentary) meter to 
monitor the real-time loudness level in conjunction with Short-term and Integrated metering. 
They also highlight this meters position as a tool for engineers or operators to achieve the long-

term Integrated loudness target level. Their study was made over a period of about three years 
and consisted of four different phases with the over all aim to evaluate different Momentary 
metering ballistics. The ballistic settings used in their study was affecting both the time factor 
and the attack and decay behavior. Time factor is important to separate from reaction time as it’s 
not the same as demonstrated by Esben and Thomas [9]. The attack and decay behavior is 

determined by what type of smoothing filter algorithm that is used to simulate temporal loudness 
perception. In their study two different smoothing filters were evaluated. One was the rectangular 
integration windowing (also known as Finite Impulse Response, FIR, or square sliding-window 
RMS) that is the filtering included in the EBU R-128 recommendation [4]. The second type of 
filter under evaluation was a pair of first-order Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) Low-pass filters 

where one is controlling the attack and the other is controlling the decay response. In this type of 
smoothing filter it is possible to adjust the attack and decay response independently.

The first phase of the test was a pilot study to pre-select the ballistics to be further investigated 
later on. This was an informal test where a group of engineers at the Communication Research 
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Centre (CBC) in Canada, under a year, used different meter ballistics in live productions to 

detect a range of time constants that would be of interest to include in the next phase of testing. 
This range was restricted as 250 ms to 1500 ms. 

The second phase consisted of subjective tests to narrow down the range of different ballistics to 
be more deeply investigated. This test was conducted by letting subjects use the Momentary 

meter using eight different ballistic settings together with an Integrated loudness meter shoving 
the long-term loudness level. The subjects were to assess the meter ballistics to four criteria of 
evaluation which were (cited from [13]):

• Response to fader movements.
• Response to change in perceived loudness.
• Level of annoyance of the subject to meter movements unrelated to perceived loudness 

change.
• Effectiveness of the ballistic setting in enabling the subject to mix to a defined target 

loudness level.

The results of this second phase showed that IIR filtering were more stable and provided more 

natural readings than the integration window filtering. The range 300 ms to 500 ms was preferred 
as integration time. When attack-/decay-time were asymmetric the engineers tended to 
overestimate or underestimate the Integrated long-term loudness. Acclimatization to new meter 
ballistics, though they are not ideal, are possible. Integration times in the range 2 to 5 seconds 
(Short-term loudness) were better for reading general shifting in loudness which validate the use 

of the three loudness measurements (Integrated, Short-term and Momentary) recommended by 
the EBU R-128.

The third phase of the study [13] contained ballistic field tests with attack and decay times set to 
400 ms to be in the middle of the earlier mentioned range of 300 ms to 500 ms. Short-term 

metering with 3 seconds integration window and true-peak metering was also tested in these field 
tests performed by nine experienced audio engineers in live broadcasting at CBC and Radio-
Canada. Here the subjective opinion was that these ballistics, Momentary and Short-term, 
resulted in useful metering information for the engineers in their performance of consistent 
loudness and loudness targeting.

In the fourth phase the authors aim to investigate the EBU R-128 recommended 400 ms 
rectangular integration window compared to the, by CBC and Radio-canada, preferred IIR 
smoothing filter. The test was made by letting subjects assess the meters in similarity with the 
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test conducted in phase two. Five sequences, consisting of typical broadcast stereo material, were 

used to evaluate four different ballistic settings. The settings were: 
1. 400 ms rectangular integration window (as recommended by the EBU), 
2. IIR attack and decay with 400 ms filter time constants, 
3. A hybrid using integration window attack of 400 ms and IIR decay with 400 ms filter 

time constant.
4. A hybrid as number three but with 200 ms decay instead of 400 ms.

There was 43 subjects completing the test and the result showed that the IIR smoothing filter 
with 400 ms time constants were significantly preferred over the 400 ms integration window. The 
ballistic settings number three and four (the hybrids) were both equally preferred and were in the 

middle of the two non-hybrid ballistics, preferred over the integration window but not as 
preferred as the pure IIR filtering.

3.4  Recommendations on real-time Loudness metering
Both the EBU R-128 [4] and the ATSC A/85:2009 [5] recommendations refers to the ITU-R BS.
1770 [6] for loudness measuring algorithms as mentioned above. The BS.1770 is though only 
incorporating programme loudness and true-peak measurements and not the shorter, Short-term 

and Momentary, metering. The ATSC and EBU (in Tech Doc. 3341 [7]) is therefor also referring 
to the ITU-R BS.1771 [14] that recommend a fast mode metering in conjunction with the 
Integrated loudness metering but they don’t state any ballistic specifications to this fast mode 
metering. The later revision, ITU-R BS.1771-1 [15], was released in 2012, after the R-128 and 
A85:2009, and is now incorporating recommendations that Momentary metering should use a 

first order IIR low-pass filter with 400 ms time constants in conformity with the investigations 
result in [13]. It should be mentioned that the EBU Tech doc. 3341 mention the work in [13] and 
that it has been adopted by the ITU but there need to be international agreement before it can be 
adopted to the EBU metering recommendations.

The latest revision of the ITU-R BS.1771-1 is not the only document that contain ballistic 
recommendations for Momentary loudness metering. The ITU-R earlier (2008) released a report 
named BS.2103 [16] which focus on real-time loudness metering and is probably one of the 
underlying studies supporting the changes made in BS.1771-1. 

The BS.2103 is a study concerning how to adapt the algorithm in ITU-R BS.1770 [6] to an 
instantaneous (Momentary) loudness meter. This incorporates evaluating the proposed ballistics; 
a first-order IIR filter or a first-order FIR filter (rectangular Integrated window) in similarity with 
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the ballistics investigated in [13]. The authors of [16] first compare the two filter topologies (IIR 

and FIR) with a psychoacoustic data chart from Hugo Fastl and Erbhard Zwicker’s book on 
psychoacoustics [17] showing the loudness level as a function of a 2 kHz tone burst duration. 
Fastl and Zwicker’s chart shows an increasing loudness level with 10 phon per 10-fold rise in 
tone burst duration to become stable after approximately 100 ms. The transition from an 
increasing loudness level (< 100 ms) to the constant level (> 100 ms) is presented as a smooth 

curve around the time of 100 ms. This graph is used by the authors of [16] as a reference for the 
onset of loudness perception at the start of an audio signal, whether it’s a short burst or a 
continuous tone. Their comparison of the IIR- and FIR-filtering ballistics to this reference graph 
showed that the IIR-filtering is following the reference within 0.1 dB and the FIR-filter is in the 
worst-case instant at 100 ms shows an 2 dB error. Visually, the FIR-filtering results in a straight 

curve all the way to 100 ms where it instantly becomes ”flat”. The IIR-filtering is showing a 
much smoother curve similar to the reference which makes it correlating better than the FIR-
filtering. This is, according to the authors, enough evidence to determine the IIR-filter as the 
ballistic type to be used in Momentary loudness metering. They also state that the time constant 
for Momentary loudness metering is to be in the range of 100-400 ms.

3.5  Conclusions on previous work

To summarize the existing research and recommendations on the real-time loudness visualization 
called Momentary loudness metering there are two, earlier mentioned, ballistic filtering types 
detected. One is the EBU recommended rectangular integration window (first-order FIR low-
pass filter also called ”square window, SQR”) and the other is using first-order IIR low-pass 
filtering. The investigated meter ballistics also incorporate the time constants used in these filters 

which determine the meters integration time on incoming audio. 

It’s noticed that the present recommendations from EBU [4][7] and ATSC [5] is not focusing that 
much on Momentary loudness metering since EBU don’t show any references to why the 
rectangular integration window is recommended and ATSC doesn’t even specify any ballistics. 

The ITU has updated their recommendations in [15] to use IIR-filtering with 400 ms time 
constants which is supported by the work made in both [13] and [16]. It could therefore be 
suggested that a revision of the EBU R-128 together with the accompanying tech documents also 
should adopt this Momentary loudness metering ballistics. There is though need for further 
investigations in these ballistics to confirm the IIR-filtering as the preferred ballistic setting to 

help engineers in live broadcast situations to persistently achieve the determined loudness target. 
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4.  Method

4.1  General
To examine the effect of ballistics filtering settings  an ”active listening test” was conducted. The 
test was made to examine if the ballistics have any effect on the audio engineers performance in 
loudness target leveling. The test was created to simulate a live broadcast situation where the 

subjects were asked to adjust the audio level of video sequences with a fader and the visual help 
from a Momentary loudness meter. Subjects task was to adjust the level, using a motorized USB-
fader, trying to achieve an Integrated loudness level of 0 LU (-23.0 LUFS) for the entire 
sequence but also to counteract shifting Integrated loudness levels between the component-
blocks within the sequence. They were in other words asked to compensate for big level jumps 

within the sequences. No other metering value, like Integrated or Short-term loudness, was 
shown to the subjects to make sure that, besides the audio and video, only the Momentary 
loudness meter was affecting the subjects decisions. The instructions that was given to the 
subjects was as follows (translated from Swedish); ”Your goal is that the average level for the 
whole programme should be as close to 0 LU as possible and the programme should have a 

perceived smooth audio level so that no part is experienced as louder/softer than another.”

4.2  Subjects
Subjects for the test were students at the sound engineering program at Luleå University of 
Technology and professional audio engineers at the Swedish Television (SVT) in Stockholm. 
There was a total of 12 subjects attending the test, 6 students and 6 SVT employees. A 
demographical questionnaire showed that the subjects were 11 male and 1 female, 8 had no 

experience of R-128 loudness metering and 4 had just briefly tested it but had no longer 
experience. The age of the subjects were from 21 to 64 years old. 

4.3  Practicalities
The test was conducted in two small control-rooms (editing-rooms), one in Piteå and one in 
Stockholm (SVT), with similar acoustical properties and with a low level of disturbing noise. 
Both of the rooms are built for audio production. A computer, controlled by the test-leader, was 

running the sequences and was positioned so that the subjects could not see the sequence 
waveform or any other information that could affect their leveling decisions. A separate screen 
was connected to the computer and placed in front of the subjects showing the test-sequence 
video. A USB-connected single motorized fader, placed between the screen and the subject, was 
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used for subjects’ level adjustments. A stand-alone hardware loudness meter was connected 

digitally from an S/PDIF output mirroring the analog monitor outputs on the audio interface in 
48 kHz sample rate. The subjects’ level adjustments was captured as volume-automation on the 
original sequence track and the resulting sequence audio was recorded post-fader to a new audio-
file. There was in this way new recorded versions created containing the subjects level 
adjustments. This was done for all three test-sequences which resulted in a total of 36 recorded 

”subject sequences”.

Equipment used:

• Computer: Apple MacBook Pro 17” 2,66 GHz Intel Core i7 running OS X 10.8.2

• Audio interface: Digidesign Mbox 2

• DAW: Pro Tools 10 [20]

• Loudness Meter: RTW, Touch Monitor TM3

• USB Fader: Presonus, Faderport

• Reference speakers: Genelec, 1030(SVT) and 1031(Piteå)

• Video Monitor: External Computer screen

• Loudness Measuring plug-in for analysis: Nugen Audio, VisLM [21]

The reference listening level for the test was, in similarity with the test in [13], individually set 
by the subjects during the first trial-sequence so that they could perform the task with a listening 
level that they were comfortable to work with. Adding no grade of difficulty by forcing the 

subjects to use any uncomfortable listening level set by the test-leader. Once set, the level was 
not allowed to be changed during the rest of the test. Listening levels was measured to be in the 
range of 59 to 65 dB(A) SPL for male speech which is lower than the reference levels used in 
[13] but is lying close to typical television dialog listening level of 60,5 dB(A) SPL found by 
Benjamin in an unpublished study at Dolby laboratories which Benjamin reports the results of in 

[18].

4.4  Meter
The meter used for this test is the RTW Touch Monitor TM3 which have the possibility for 
custom loudness settings including options for Momentary loudness ballistics. The meter also 
allowed layout customization of the meter which made it possible to only showing the 
Momentary loudness metering bar and no other metering values. The colors of the bar was set to 

blue under 0 LU and light blue over 0 LU. This was done because the preset using red color for 
levels above 0 LU could be associated with danger or that it’s not allowed to be over 0 LU which 
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it is. The graphical layout and colors of the meter bar is shown in Figure 3. The chosen colors 

were taken from the preset in the loudness meter plug-in ”VisLM” made by Nugen Audio1. 

Figure 3: A picture of the Momentary loudness meter’s graphic layout showing the bar colors blue under 0 LU and 
light blue over 0 LU. Picture is taken from the meter controlling computer software ”Devicer DC1”.

4.5  Stimuli
The sequence material was collected from a Swedish Television (SVT) show ”Go'Kväll” 

consisting of jingles, speech, live music and different pre-produced elements. The audio material, 
using 16 bit resolution and 48 kHz sample rate, used for stimuli was the stereo mix that was 
broadcasted from SVT. The material had thus been treated both dynamically and spectrally by 
the broadcasting engineer. The programme was, in original, not distributed with any loudness 
normalization but only by using peak metering according to SVT standards. The material was cut 

down to short sequences of about four minutes. These were compiled from ten component-
blocks (music, speech, jingle, etc) with varying length between 10 to 40 s each. The material was 
edited to simulate a real live TV-programme but with much shorter component-blocks. Effort 
was taken to make speech lead in to live-music or pre-recorded material in a natural way to 
provide some information to the subjects about what was coming next in the test-sequence. This 

was done for ecological validity of the sequences since a real-world broadcast situations would 
provide such clues about what’s coming next in the programme. There were three different test-
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sequences to eliminate the factor of subjects learning the content of the sequence. To avoid the 

possibility that the sequences could affect the results they were randomly paired with a ballistic 
setting for each subject. This randomization was also evening out potential difference in 
difficulty between the sequences. The use of whole sequences containing a compilation of the 
component-blocks (different materials) was foremost chosen because it better simulates a real 
world live situation when it does not insert pauses between the material types. It is also important 

to understand the transitions between material types (e.g. going from speech to music material) 
as a part of the live broadcasting nature. If removing this transition by splitting the material to 
separate components, one would also remove one of the big decision-making parts of live 
mixing. This ”transition-area” is in other word seen as inherent in live broadcast and was 
therefore also important to include in the test.

Figure 4: A picture of one of the test sequence and the ten component-blocks audio waveforms of which the 
sequence consist. Only small adjustments has been made to the component-blocks gain to match the three sequences 
loudness envelopes. Otherwise it contains the levels that was broadcasted. 

To make the sequences as equal possible they were created with the same type of material 
following the same order and length of the component-blocks. Figure 4 shows a picture of one of 
the sequence waveforms and its ten component-blocks. Editing and processing was also made, 
where needed, to make sure that the Integrated loudness level was the same and that the loudness 

range was not altering more than 0.5 LU between the three test-sequences for each respective 
component-block. This resulted in having three sequences following the same ”loudness 
scheme” making them more comparable in later analysis. Since the material used for the test 
sequences was having small differences, adjustments was done on the measurements start- and/or 
end-points for some of the component-blocks. This procedure reduced the influence of quiet/soft 

beginnings or endings that differed between the blocks. This did not make the actual blocks 

Component-blocks

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 109

Sequence
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shorter but only set the start and/or end of the Integrated loudness measuring windows for the 

blocks. The adjustment was made with effort to make the blocks as comparable possible. The 
same measuring windows was later used when analyzing the subject sequences. 

Since all three sequences was treated to followed the same loudness scheme and some of the 
component-block time-windows was changed to make the measuring starts and endings of the 

component-blocks more equal, some small differences in the sequence integrated loudness level 
occurred. Table 2 below shows measurements for the entire sequences called ”sequence 
Integrated loudness” where the loudness range was held within 1 LU between sequences and the 
maximum dispersion of Integrated loudness at 0.2 LU. The fact that the measuring window had 
small adjustments for some of the blocks caused the Integrated loudness for sequence 3 to have 

0.2 LU higher measured level. This small variance was taken as having less impact on the test 
results rather then using the same measuring window for the three respective component-blocks 
which would make the component-blocks measurements less comparable because of differences 
in start and endings. 

Besides the sequence Integrated loudness the Integrated loudness measurements for the 
component-blocks, ”component-block Integrated loudness”, are also found in Table 2. All ten 
component-blocks have an integrated- (I) and a loudness range (LRA) value showing that the 
loudness scheme of the test-sequences are made as similar possible. All values in the table are 
relative values where 0 LU is equal to -23 LUFS. Any dynamic reduction that was made is 

indicated by a ratio-value in the column ”comp ratio” in the table and this processing was made 
to match loudness range between component-blocks. Compression was made with effort taken to 
follow the recommendations in EBU’s technical document 3343 [19] for compressing loudness 
range. Threshold was held constant at -40 dBFS for all compressed clips, the gain was adjusted 
to compensate for the compression so that the Integrated loudness was maintained and the 

compression ratio was set as low possible to achieve the wanted loudness range (within 0.5 LU 
difference between the three sequences). For some of the clips compression ratio was higher than 
the EBU recommended (1.5:1) to make the loudness range match. The highest ratio used was 
2.5:1 as seen in Table 2. Where no compression ratio is noted no compression was performed. 
The trial-sequence was made with no effort to make it equal to the test-sequences since it’s 

purpose was just to give the subjects a short test-run but not giving to much information of the 
coming test-sequences. The trial-sequence was also made to be only two minutes to avoid 
similarity to the test-sequences reducing the possibility of subjects learning the loudness scheme.
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Table 2: Table showing measurements of Integrated loudness (I) and loudness range (LRA) for the test-sequences 
showing that the corresponding component-blocks in the three sequences have the same Integrated loudness and 
similar (within 0.5 LU difference) loudness range. Comp. Ratio column shows ratio values used for compressing 
loudness range. The component-blocks material type is shown in the parenthesis. 

4.6  Additional data-collection: 
To get a second aspect of the ballistic settings performance, subjects were asked to grade how 

they experienced the three different meter settings correlation to the perceived audio level. This 
was made by marking a grading-line with five gradings going from ”bad correlation” to ”very 
good correlation” but with the possibility to mark the line anywhere between the gradings. This 
”subjective correlation to perception” was performed after each sequence run. 

Sequence 1Sequence 1 Duration [s] I [LU] LRA [LU] Comp. Ratio
1 (speech)
2 (jingle)
3 (speech)
4 (music)
5 (speech)
6 (bumper)
7 (speech)
8 (music)
9 (speech)
10 (music)
Entire sequence

Sequence 2Sequence 2
1 (speech)
2 (jingle)
3 (speech)
4 (music)
5 (speech)
6 (bumper)
7 (speech)
8 (music)
9 (speech)
10 (music)
Entire sequence

Sequence 3Sequence 3
1 (speech)
2 (jingle)
3 (speech)
4 (music)
5 (speech)
6 (bumper)
7 (speech)
8 (music)
9 (speech)
10 (music)
Entire sequence

10 0.0 2.3 -
20 2.5 1.7 -
30 -3.2 5.6 1.3 : 1
40 7.7 3.6 2.5 : 1
30 -2.5 7.4 -
20 0.0 2.4 -
20 -4.2 9.6 -
40 7.8 2.3 -
10 -5.2 1.9 -
17 4.7 0.9 -

237 4.8 14.3 -
Duration [s] I [LU] LRA [LU] Comp. Ratio

10 0.0 2.1 -
20 2.5 1.7 -
30 -3.2 5.5 -
40 7.7 3.4 -
30 -2.5 7.3 -
20 0.0 2.0 -
20 -4.2 9.5 -
40 7.8 2.8 -
10 -5.2 1.9 1.5 : 1
17 4.7 0.9 2.2 : 1

237 4.8 13.8 -
Duration [s] I [LU] LRA [LU] Comp. Ratio

10 0.0 2.0 -
20 2.5 1.4 -
30 -3.2 5.9 1.2:1
40 7.7 3.7 1.3:1
30 -2.5 7.8 -
20 0.0 2.3 1.3:1
20 -4.2 9.6 -
40 7.8 2.4 -
10 -5.2 2.5 2.1:1
17 4.7 1.1 -

237 5.0 14.7 -
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Two types of questionaries were also filled out by the subjects after the completed test. First a 
demographical formulary which contained questions about; age, gender, occupation, experience 
of broadcasting and if they have worked with the R-128 loudness metering before. After the 
demographical questions followed three evaluating questions for the subjects to answer. They 
were about their experience of the different meter settings in the test and were open questions 

where the subjects were supposed to write about their experience in their own words. The three 
questions was the following (translated from the Swedish original):

1. Did you experience any difference between the meters? Explain the difference. 

2. Was there any difference in how you were assisted by the different meters in performing the 
task2?

3. Did you experience the meters reaction times as different? Explain the difference.

4.7  Procedure
The subjects completed four test-sequences. The first was a trial-sequence for the subjects to get 
used to the gear and listening situation. The trial-sequence did not include any metering to avoid 

potential biasing if letting the subjects initially test only one of the three meter ballistic settings. 
After the trial-sequence the subjects performed three real test-sequences, one with FIR(400 ms), 
one with IIR(250 ms) and one with IIR(400 ms) filtering. Before the test an informative text was 
given to the subjects making sure that all subjects got the same information needed to perform 
the test. This text was including a short background information about the new recommendation 

R-128 followed by instructions for the subjects role and task in the test (see section 4.1). 

To make sure that the presentation order of the meter settings was not affecting the results, a 
randomization procedure was made. The six possible presentation orders was randomized 
creating a presentation order list that was filled from the top, six presentation orders at the time, 

to make sure that all six order possibilities were presented equally many times. 

Though effort was taken to make the three test sequences as equal possible they were still in fact 
necessarily different in their nature. The decision not to use one sequence for all runs was taken 
to avoid a potential learning factor. To minimize the impact that sequence differences could have 
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on the meters results a randomization procedure was put through, similar to the one performed 

for the meters presentation order. This randomization was done for the sequences pairing with 
the three meters and did not consider the sequence presentation order since the importance was 
in making the sequence variance disconnected from the meters results. The six possible 
sequence-to-meter pairings was randomly put in a table. Not until the first six rows were 
randomly filled with the six possible pairs a new set of six possible pairs were allowed to be 

randomized for row 7 to 12 and so on.

5.  Results

5.1  Measurements
First the Integrated loudness level and loudness range for the entire subjects-sequences (3 per 

subject) was measured. This is the results showing how well the subject managed the task of 
achieving the loudness target of 0 LU (-23 LUFS) for the whole sequences and if there was any 
difference due to the ballistic setting that was used. The loudness range for whole sequences was 
also measured but not further analyzed and the complete sequence-based measurement table is 
found in Appendix 1. The subject-sequences were also analyzed by measuring the Integrated 

loudness for each component-block within the subject sequences. The Integrated loudness level 
for each of these blocks was measured to reveal loudness variations within the sequences and if 
there was any differences depending on the ballistic setting used. It also shows if there is any 
difference in loudness depending on material type. These measurements also gives an indication 
if there is any significant difference in the meter’s performance depending on the nature of the 

different component-blocks. Any difference in how well the transition-area between the 
component-blocks are handled with the respective meter could affect the results but there is not 
possible to see in what way or how much that factor influences. The transition-area was though 
not in focus in this test and the component-blocks have varying duration which makes this area 
affecting the blocks Integrated loudness differently. The component-block measurements resulted 

in 10 loudness values for each subject sequence resulting in a total number of 360 component-
block measurements. The ”subjective correlation to perception” which is the subjects evaluation 
of the ballistic settings correlation to perceived audio level was measured (in centimeters) from 
the formulary scale using a ruler. The whole scale was reaching from 0 to 140 mm and measured 
with 1 mm accuracy.
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5.2  Result and statistical treatment
Initial ANOVA tests showed standard skewness among the data. This was caused by one of the 

subjects (no. 2) who probably misunderstood some information in the test since he/she 
consequently, for all three ballistic settings, adjusted the levels far above the target compared to 
the other subjects participating. Therefore this subjects test-results was filtered out when doing 
the following results analysis. The filtering of this subject lead to accepted standard skewness-
values which did not violate an assumption of normal data distribution. 

The first results analyzed was the Integrated loudness levels of the entire subject sequences. 
These results were put through a one-way ANOVA with the dependent variable; Measured 
sequence Integrated loudness (LU) and the experimental factor; Meter (the different metering 
ballistic settings). This ANOVA showed no significant difference between the meters. The 

statistical summary of the ANOVA is found in Table 3 showing p-value between groups, mean 
Integrated loudness levels and standard deviation. There were 33 number of observations and 3 
numbers of levels and the resulting p-value between groups was 0,7104 which is above 0,05 and 
therefore clearly indicates no significant difference. A Levene’s test showed that there was no 
significant difference in variance between meter settings which supports the ANOVA reliability. 

To do the ANOVA, assumption was made that the data had a normal distribution. This 
assumption was supported by the standard skewness values but no other test for normality was 
made.

Table 3: Table showing results and a statistic summary from the one-way ANOVA for the Integrated loudness (”I”) 
results for entire subject sequences.

Sequence-based ANOVA summarySequence-based ANOVA summarySequence-based ANOVA summarySequence-based ANOVA summarySequence-based ANOVA summarySequence-based ANOVA summarySequence-based ANOVA summary

Source Df Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Ratio P-Value

Between groups 2 0.651515 0.325758 0.35 0.7104

Within groups 30 28.2582 0.941939

Total (Corr.) 32 28.9097

Sequence-based statistic summarySequence-based statistic summarySequence-based statistic summarySequence-based statistic summarySequence-based statistic summarySequence-based statistic summarySequence-based statistic summary

Meter Setting Count Mean ”I” [LU] Standard deviation Minimum Maximum Range

1 (FIR 400) 11 0.818182 0.88297 -0.5 2.5 3.0

2 (IIR 250) 11 0.5 0.959166 -0.7 1.9 2.6

3 (IIR 400) 11 0.772727 1.06122 -0.6 2.5 3.1

Total 33 0.69697 0.950488 -0.7 2.5 3.2
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To deeper analyze the Momentary loudness metering ballistics in this test the component-block 

measurements was put through a multi-factor ANOVA. The dependent variable was the 
component-blocks measured Integrated loudness level (LU). The experimental factors were; 
Meter setting, Subjects and Component-blocks resulting in a number of 330 complete cases. The 
results are shown in Table 4 and 5. Table 4 shows a summary for the three factors where p-values 
below 0,05 indicates significant differences which is the case within the factors A:Subject and 

C:Component-block. There is no significant differences (p> 0,05) within factor B:Meter which is  
the factor of interest in this study. Table 4 also shows the calculated interactions between the 
three factors. Significant interactions was found between ”Subject - Meter” (AB) and ”Subject - 
Component-block” (AC). No significant interactions were found between the factors Meter and 
Component-block (BC). The interactions most of interest is the one between Meter and 

Component-block since the other two is highly affected by the subjects different leveling 
decisions. Table 5 shows the ANOVA’s resulting mean Integrated loudness, standard error and 
lower/upper 95% confidence interval limits for the three meter settings. In similarity with the 
previous ”sequence-based” ANOVA the standard skewness became acceptable when subject 2 
was filtered out. A Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality also supported an assumption of normal 

distribution (p=0,112). To examine the homogeneity of variance a Levene’s test was conducted, 
built on the factors Meter and Component-blocks. This test showed significant difference in 
variance (p<0,001) which meant that no assumption of variance homogeneity could be made. 
There is though only one (homogeneity of variance) of the ANOVAs’ three assumptions 
(homogeneity of variance, normal distribution and independence) that was violated. Two of the 

ANOVA assumptions could be made which was assumed to be enough to make the ANOVA 
valid. The fact that the sample sizes are equal is also making the ANOVA less sensitive and more 
robust to violations of the homogeneity of variance which supports the assumption of validity. 
Robustness of ANOVA to violation of variance assumptions is described by Steven F. Sawyer in 
[22]. It should also be mentioned that the ANOVA is less sensitive to Type 2 error (false non 

significant effect) than to Type 1 error (false significant effect) in the case of violations of the 
homogeneity of variance. Since the ANOVA shows no significant effect it is therefore less 
sensitive to this violation. Presented in Figure 5 is the component-based ANOVAs’ resulting 
mean Integrated loudness measurements for each component block.

There was also of interest to do Levene’s test on each factor, not to verify the ANOVA but to 
investigate the variance within the factors. These Levene’s test showed that there was no 
significant difference in variance for the three meter settings but that there was significant 
differences in variance between some of the component-blocks. Discussion of potential 
explanations for this difference in variance is given in the discussion-sections of this work. 
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Table 4: Table showing the ANOVA results for the Integrated loudness levels measured for all component-blocks. 
Red p-values indicates significant differences within the factor (p < 0,05). Table also includes interactions between 
factors.

Component-based ANOVA summaryComponent-based ANOVA summaryComponent-based ANOVA summaryComponent-based ANOVA summaryComponent-based ANOVA summaryComponent-based ANOVA summary
MAIN EFFECTS Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F-Ratio P-Value

 A:Subject 11.4141 10 11.4141 16.08 0.0000

 B:Meter 3.2177 2 1.60885 2.27 0.1066

 C:Component-block 970.61 9 107846 151.94 0.0000

INTERACTIONS

Subject - Meter (AB) 8.3965 20 4.19825 5.91 0.0000

Subject - Component-block (AC) 14.1452 90 1.57168 2.21 0.0000

Meter - Component-block (BC) 12.4065 18 0.689253 0.97 0.4951

Table 5: Table showing the meter settings mean values, standard error and 95% confidence interval limits for the 
Integrated loudness results measured for all component-blocks.

Component-based statistical summaryComponent-based statistical summaryComponent-based statistical summaryComponent-based statistical summaryComponent-based statistical summary
Meter setting Mean ”I” [LU] Std. Error Lower Limit Upper Limit 

1 FIR 400 -0.118182 0.0803289 -0.27669 0.040326

2 IIR 250 -0.32 0.0803289 -0.478508 -0.161492

3 IIR 400 -0.103636 0.0803289 -0.262144 0.0548714

Figure 5: Chart of the ANOVA mean Integrated loudness measurements (LU) for each component-block with Tukey 
HSD intervals.
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Next the measurements of the subjective correlation to perception was put through a multi-factor 

ANOVA to look for any significant differences between the ballistic settings experienced by the 
subjects. In this ANOVA the dependent variable was; Subject grading and the experimental 
factor was; A:Meter (ballistic setting) which resulted in a number of 33 complete cases. Table 6 
shows that there is no significant differences within the factor A: Meter indicated by a p-value of 
0,4571 which is well above 0,05. 

Table 6: Table showing the ANOVA results for the subjective correlation to perception. P-values indicates no 
significant differences within the factor A:Meter (p > 0,05).

Subjective Correlation To Perception ANOVA summarySubjective Correlation To Perception ANOVA summarySubjective Correlation To Perception ANOVA summarySubjective Correlation To Perception ANOVA summarySubjective Correlation To Perception ANOVA summarySubjective Correlation To Perception ANOVA summary
MAIN EFFECTS Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F-Ratio P-Value

 A:Meter 14.4479 2 7.22394 0.80 0.4571

RESIDUAL 269.707 30 8.99024

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 284.155 32

Subjects answers to the evaluating open questions was checked for any tendencies that could 
give more explanation to the results. What was found to be experienced by 7 of the subject were 
that the IIR 250 ms was reacting fastest but there was split opinions regarding if the IIR 250 ms 

was preferred for metering or if it was to fast. There was also some subjects that experienced the 
IIR 400 ms or FIR 400 ms as the fastest which indicates the complexity of the correlation 
between meter visualization and perceived audio level. Here is a quotation example showing the 
complexity of the subjects experiences where the ballistic settings in parenthesis are added by the 
author (translated from Swedish); ”The first meter (FIR400) felt slow, to slow for speech. The 

second (IIR250) was to quick, but I experienced more control with it. The third (IIR400) gave the 
best view of how it actually sounded.” 
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6.  Discussion

6.1  Results analysis 
The results for how well the three different meter ballistic settings assisted the subjects in 
achieving the 0 LU target for the entire sequences can be seen in Table 3. By investigating the p-
value one find that the meter ballistic settings had no significant affect on the Integrated loudness 

levels achieved in this test. Noteworthy is that the sequence-based mean results are within the 
R-128 [4] recommended ± 1 LU tolerance from the 0 LU target in live applications. The means 
for sequence Integrated loudness in Table 3 are between 0,5 and 0,8 LU which is good results for 
all three ballistic settings. There have to be remembered that the subject did not have any other 
instrument besides the Momentary loudness meter as they would have had in a real world 

situation and the majority of the subject had no or just brief previous experience of working with 
loudness metering. 

The ANOVA results for the component-block measurements, found in Table 4 and 5, does not 
show any significant difference between the meters performance in assisting the subjects 

achieving stable loudness levels within the sequence. If there would have been a significant 
difference between the ballistic settings’ component-block Integrated loudness results, e.g. if the 
loudness level of the components would have different variance within the sequence depending 
on the ballistic setting, the p-value for ”B:Meter” in Table 4 would indicate that there is a 
significant difference and have a value below 0,05. Another indicator for no significant 

difference in the component-block variance between the ballistic settings is the Levene’s test. A 
Levene’s test can be used as a main test for difference in variance between groups of data. The 
conducted Levene’s test did therefore not just validate the ANOVA’ results but did in the same 
time give a result for the component-block variance. The test showed no significant differences 
in variance between the three meter ballistic settings which means that it supports the statement 

that the subjects leveled the component-blocks with similar variations within the sequence 
independent of the meter ballistic setting.

Looking at the interaction results in Table 4 there is shown that the three ballistic settings are 
showing similar results for each component-block since there is no significant interaction 

between Meter and Component-block. This means that the component-blocks measured results 
(see Figure 5) are similar for the three ballistic settings which is supporting the previous results 
showing that the meter ballistic settings did not have any effect on the measured loudness results. 
The significant interactions found between the factors Subject and Meter and between the factors 
Subject and Component-block are likely connected to the subjects who have got different result-
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trends probably due to different leveling decisions. The fact that Subject and Component-block 

shows interaction is expected mainly due to dual reasons. It could be caused by differing 
preferences of how different materials should be leveled in loudness causing different loudness 
variances in the completed sequences. Another possible reason for interaction could be the 
subjects different approaches to the leveling decisions where some subjects maybe always tried 
to have the metering loudness close to 0 LU while other chose to adjust some materials to a 

higher/lower metering level because their perceived loudness did mot completely match the 
metering value and they chose to decide by listening. Subject and Meter interaction is inline with 
the comments given by the subject which showed that subjects preferred the ballistic settings 
differently. The interaction result means that subjects did perform different depending on the 
ballistic setting but the respective differences are varying between subjects meaning they are 

individually different.

The mean results in Table 5 is not to be confused with the achieved sequence Integrated loudness 
level since it’s been calculated on the component-blocks loudness levels. This means that the 
measuring window duration of each block has not been included in the mean calculation which is 

the reason to why these mean results differs from the results measured for the entire sequences. 

The earlier mentioned difference in variance between some component-blocks discovered by the 
separated Levene’s test in the component-based ANOVA is reasonably expected. It is likely to be 
caused by the fact that the component-blocks have different duration (10-40 s.) which affects the 

differing variance in two ways. First, a component-block with a short duration e.g. 10 s is more 
affected by the transition-area as mentioned earlier in this work. The time that it takes for the 
subject to adjust the level when entering a new component-block will be proportionally, to the 
actual component-block duration, longer for short blocks than for longer blocks which makes a 
naturally larger variance for short blocks then for longer blocks. The other probable reason for 

the difference in variance is that the shorter component-blocks Integrated loudness measurements 
have naturally less data (shorter duration) for the calculation then the longer components causing 
bigger variance due to higher insecurity in the measurement calculation.

The results of the component-blocks shown in Table 4 and Figure 5 shows that the different 

component-blocks was not all adjusted to have a 0 LU Integrated loudness level but to have 
variances in Integrated loudness of up to about 5 LU. Whether a stable loudness level is achieved 
or not is not possible to read out of this since it depends on the cause of this variance. It could be 
caused by the subjects decision of having certain material types louder or softer then others 
which would mean that stable loudness levels were achieved. It could also be an indication that 
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the Momentary loudness metering instrument does not give enough information to the engineer 

to level all components equal meaning that a stable loudness was not achieved since it was not 
the subject decisions causing the variance. The first reason is assumed to be most likely in this 
situation. One fact that supports such assumption is the research done in [23] claiming that music 
material gives a higher measured Integrated loudness level than what is perceived by human. 
This is a possible explanation for the component-blocks variance where the three component-

blocks giving the highest mean Integrated loudness results was the components consisting of 
music material which is in line with the research in [23]. In this work the goal was not to 
investigate if a stable loudness level was achieved but if the component variance had a 
significant difference between the meter ballistic setting, see section 2. There is also a noticeable 
similarity between the component-blocks resulting integrated loudness seen in Figure 5 and the 

measured integrated loudness for the components found in Table 2. This could indicate that the 
subjects were not able to reduced the loudness spread between the component-blocks with their 
level adjustments. There were though one comment in the formulary and several informal 
comments by subjects that explained the meter as showing a higher loudness measurement for 
music material than what was perceived which supports the previous conclusion connected to 

[23].

Despite the component-block loudness variance the subjects was able to achieve the 0 LU target 
quite well, as discussed earlier. This could be the result of subjects adjusting the level for equal 
perceived loudness which then results in completed sequences with Integrated loudness level 

close to 0 LU. These results can also be considered as a verification that the Momentary loudness 
meter, regardless of the ballistic setting used, is a good tool for engineers in live broadcast to 
achieve the programme loudness target level of 0 LU. 

The results of the subjective correlation to perception for the three ballistic settings is found in 

Table 6. This result show that no significant difference was found between the subjects 
experienced correlation to perceived audio level depending on the ballistics. 

When connecting the results it could be stated that the Momentary loudness meter ballistic 
setting used in this test did not affect subjects performance of achieving a 0 LU (-23 LUFS) 

target for the test-sequences. Nor is the ballistic settings significantly affecting the component-
block loudness variance when subjects are trying to achieve stable loudness levels within the 
sequences. The results of the subjective correlation to perception did also show that the ballistic 
settings did not have any significant effect which is not in line with the research in [13] and [16] 
but is conducted under different circumstances. Finally the varying preferences and the result 
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showing that subjects did not get any better or different results using the different ballistic setting 

leads to the conclusion that the ballistic setting could be an adjustable factor for users to choose 
what suits their needs and preferences best. This selectable ballistics should in that case have an 
acceptance range, e.g. time factors in the range 200 - 400 ms and choosable FIR- or IIR-filtering 
or similar (the suitable range could be discussed and future studies could be suitable to determine 
this). There is though need for more research on the possible differences in achieving loudness 

targets depending on the meter ballistics to support these suggestion since there could be 
differences not detected in this study. 

6.2  Future work
Since this study have limitations in the size of sample there are possibilities that the results could 
be different if doing a similar test with more subjects participating. The p-value for differences 
between the ballistic settings in Table 4 shows a low value of 0,1066 which indicates that 

significant differences could appear if doing the same experiment in a larger scale. The method 
used in this study could be used in future studies and extensions with different types of stimuli 
and/or running more meter-sequence combinations, etc could be done. 

The transition-area between different material types (component-blocks) within a sequence has 

been stated as inherent in live broadcasting situations. This is likely to affect the Integrated 
loudness level for the component-blocks since a sudden change in loudness level, when entering 
a new material type, calls for a reaction by the engineer to adjust the level. Depending on how 
long it takes for the engineer to adjust to the wanted level and depending on the duration of the 
measured material the transition-area will affect the components’ Integrated loudness level 

differently. This transition-area is a factor that is mentioned but is not in focus for this study. 
There could be suggested for future studies on the possible differences in using FIR- or IIR-
filtering for Momentary loudness metering ballistics that this transition-area could be isolated 
and studied more closely. This could be done with a similar method used in this study but with 
shorter sequence blocks with controlled difference in loudness between them. This could for 

example be done with short blocks consisting of pink-noise where the loudness jumps between 
blocks are varying. This would test if any ballistic setting would better assist the subjects to 
quickly adjust to the right level. Shorter block would mean that the transition-area prepossesses 
more of the block duration and would affect the Integrated loudness level of the block more. In 
the same way would a fast level adjustment, when entering a new block (shorter transition-area), 

affect the Integrated loudness of that block less than a slow level adjustment (longer transition-
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area). This experiment design would though result in a loss of ecological validity since the 

leveling situation would not be similar to a real-world situation.

7.  Summary
This study was made to evaluate the proposed ballistic filtering topologies for Momentary 

loudness metering, FIR- and IIR-filtering. The purpose was to show if there is any significant 
difference in the way these ballistics affect engineers performance in programme leveling when 
trying to achieve an Integrated loudness level of 0 LU (-23 LUFS) and a stable loudness level 
within the programme. An active listening test was conducted where subjects were asked to 
adjust the level of three test-sequences with the help of a Momentary loudness meter as 

guidance. The meter randomly used one ballistic setting per test-sequence and the settings 
included was FIR 400 ms, IIR 250 ms and IIR 400 ms. The resulting sequences was recorded 
and Integrated loudness levels were analyzed, both for the entire sequences but also more deeply 
for the ten component-blocks of which the sequences consisted. The results showed that there 
was no significant difference depending on the ballistic settings in the way subjects achieved the 

loudness level target. Nor was there any differing variance in loudness levels between 
component-blocks due to the ballistic settings. Besides the objective evaluation a subjective 
evaluation was conducted investigating how the Momentary loudness metering correlate to the 
subjects perceived audio level. The results showed no significant differences between the 
ballistic settings. All this together with subjects’ comments and open evaluation showed a spread 

in ballistic preferences which lead to the conclusions that the ballistic filtering and time factor 
might be choosable (within an accepted range). This would make it possible to customize the 
metering ballistics to suit each individual user. Since no significant differences, objective or 
subjective, was found a choosable ballistic setting is most likely not to affect the Integrated 
loudness level results. 

Additional results occurred for the component-blocks within the sequences. The results showed 
significant differences in measured Integrated loudness where music material was leveled by the 
subjects to have a higher Integrated loudness level than other materials like speech or jingles. 
This phenomena is in line with previous research showing that the EBU R-128 loudness 

measurement gives a higher value than the subjects perceived loudness level for music material. 
This phenomena could also be caused by subjects preferring music material to be louder than 
other material or a combination of these two explanations.
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Interaction results and subjects comments indicate that the effect and preferences of the studied 

ballistic setting are likely to be individual which supports the proposal of having the ballistic 
filtering as an optional setting to fit each individual user.
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Appendix 1:

Table showing the measured results for the subject sequences, one for each Momentary loudness 
meters ballistic setting. The settings were; 1. FIR 400 ms 2. IIR 250 ms and 3. IIR 400 ms. The 

table includes both measurements of Integrated loudness and loudness range according to the 
recommendation R-128 from EBU [4]. Measurements were dome with the plug-in ”VisLM” 
from Nugen Audio3.

Subje
ct No
Subje
ct No
Subje
ct No

Meter result’sMeter result’sMeter result’sMeter result’sMeter result’sMeter result’s

11 22 33

I [LU] LRA 
[LU]

I [LU] LRA 
[LU]

I [LU] LRA 
[LU]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

−0,1 7,5 1,9 8,9 2,5 6,8

4,7 8,2 4,0 8,2 4,7 8,3

1,5 9,7 1,3 9,7 2,0 10,3

0,6 5,7 −0,7 4,2 −0,3 4,5

0,5 5,9 −0,4 7,2 0,1 7,5

1,5 7,3 1,1 6,1 1,9 9,5

0,7 7,0 1,3 6,1 0,9 8,3

2,5 11,0 −0,2 9,6 1,4 9,0

0,7 6,9 0,6 8,3 0,3 4,7

−0,5 6,6 −0,6 5,8 −0,6 6,6

1,6 6,2 1,5 8,8 0,7 7,6

0,0 7,4 −0,3 8,2 −0,4 7,8
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3 The plug-in software and more information is found at the Nugen audio’s webpage: http://
www.nugenaudio.com/visLM_loudness-meter_VST_AU_RTAS.php


